tions system so that it can be adapted to the ship's

electromagnetic and operational environment.

Priority information traffic will be processed in

real time. Therefore, the optimum frequency and the

appropriate modem and data rate must be selected.

Information must be exchanged between the ship,

other naval operational commanders, support centers

and special commands and national authorities as

the situation demands. Distances can range from

line of sight up to 12,000 miles. A mix of ground

wave, ionospheric reflection, tropospheric scatter-

ing, and active and passive satellite radio paths

will be required.

Within the ship, automation must be applied to

message and data processing, filing, routing, for-

warding, and all the administrative things done with

messages. The naval commander must have rapid

access to his message files. The nature of informa-

tion to be exchanged must be examined. A display

on a NTDS console is really a communication; per-

haps other information now routed on ships as hard

copy could better be placed in front of the user in

different form.

Automated equipment fault location and, in some

cases, automatic fault correction is essential in

future installations of naval communication systems.

Reliability and maintainability must be viewed from

the standpoint of system availability and total sys-

tem effectiveness. Along with this concept goes the

need to improve and standardize electronic packag-

ing as to physical form and electronic function, and

the need to develop better environmental testing

techniques.

Project Organization

The technical execution of Project Southern

Cross is coordinated by the Bureau of Ships in the

Communication and Computer Design Branch of the

Electronics Division. The major part of the techni-

cal effort is now being performed at the Navy Elec-

tronics Laboratory, San Diego. NEL has about 90

people working on Southern Cross, as well as nearly

40 active NEL contracts. The Naval Research Lab-

oratory and the National Bureau of Standards are

also participating in the project. As time passes,

the emphasis of the project will shift from R&D to

manufacture and installation and, therefore, more

and more back to the Bureau of Ships.

The present initial phase of Southern Cross can

be thought of as three concurrent efforts. Opera-

tions research into the communications requirements

of various levels of command is giving a whole new

approach to naval communications. Recently com-

pleted is a detailed analysis of the requirements of

the Numbered Fleet Commanders, Commanders of

the First, Second, Sixth, and Seventh Fleets. The

results of these studies will permit start of the first

system design. Further studies of a more general

nature are now underway of the communications re-

quirements of fleets, forces and ships.

The Numbered Fleet Commander was selected

because his flagship's problems are so severe and

his communications demands so heavy, that if

Southern Cross can assist him, then the solution

can be scaled down and applied to many other ships.

Concurrently, extensive state of the art studies

ate being made into antennas, receivers, transmit-

ters, self-generated interference, propagation, mod-

ulation techniques, automatic processing tech-

niques, and reliability and maintainability. These

studies, as well as the operations research part of

